Characterization of the region around the start point of transcription of ribosomal RNA in the Chinese hamster.
The initiation site for ribosomal RNA transcription in the Chinese hamster was identified and the sequence around and upstream determined. The start point region shows considerable homology with comparable regions in the mouse and rat. In the Chinese hamster, the region between bp -700 and -200 consists of imperfect repeats approximately 120-130 bp in length which are flanked by T-rich regions. The region within each repeat which is homologous with an adjacent repeat decreases in length as the start point is approached. The final promoter-proximal repeat preserves only an 11-bp region of the promoter-distal repeats. This short sequence, termed the repeat core, appears with a periodicity of about 120-130 bp in the Chinese hamster, and is conserved in both mouse and rat. In humans, a short repeated sequence occupies similar positions, suggesting that while complete 120-130-bp repeats are not a feature of all mammalian RNA polymerase I promoter-proximal r X DNA spacers, a short sequence repeating with approximate 120-130-bp periodicity may be such a feature.